Philosophy, arts and letters

LFIAL 1750 Basic Modern Italian I
LLSTI 2150 Language, Culture and Translation - Italian
LROGE 2853 Sociolinguistics of contemporary Italian
LROM 1541 The Golden Age of Italian Literature : from Dante to Tasso and Metastasio
LROM 1542 Thematic Surveys of Italian Literature : from the 19th century to the Present
LROM 1543 Pluridisciplinary Workshop
LROM 1544 Civilizations of Italy in the Golden Age : from the Middle Ages to the Baroque
LROM 1545 History of Ideas, of Culture and of Italian Literature: from the 19th century to the Present
LROM 1751 Basic Modern Italian II
LROM 1753 Linguistic and Literary Analysis of Italian Modern Texts
LROM 2851 Italian Literature within Narrative, Poetry and the Stage
LROM 2852 Poetry within Destruction and Re-creation : from Saba, Montale, Ungaretti to the Present
LROM 2854 Italy within the world: literary and cultural comparative paths
LROM 2855 Seminar : Narrative, Theatre, Opera, Cinema
LROM 2856 The Writer and the Cinema
LROM 2857 Pragmatico- linguistic analysis of Italian literary texts
LTRAD 2950 Translation from French into Italian